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Food offerings have changed
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How we get food is different
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Meal Kits
Restaurant 
Deliveries

Delivered 
Groceries

Food away 
From home
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And influences on food choices 
have changed



Our global consumer has changed
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Less experience of
‘without’

More choice

More money

More information

More influencers

Less time v less trust

Less knowledge

Less commitment

Its more than just about caloric satisfaction, and more than ever before



A Rising Opportunity To Sell Premium 
Food
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Greater demand for food safety, transparency & provenance
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This is being reflected in regulation 
around the world
And science is playing a diminishing role in decisions
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Meeting market needs is already well 
advanced in dairy
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Margarine – the first food substitute?



Butter came back
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WWII

Repeal of 
much 

restrictive 
legislation

Advertising 
gets going

WHO raises 
trans fat 
concerns



Substitute Meat
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Analogues

Cultured/lab 
grown meat

Alternative 
protein
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What is Blockchain?
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• Digital Platform; Stores and Verifies 
Transactions

• Facilitates transfer of commodities, 
finance, production data.

• Each entity has copy of same shared 
record book. 

• Transactions verified by other users.

• Secure and Near Instant Transactions

Enhancing Transparency and Provenance



Internet of things (IoT)
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Simplifying Data Collection for the benefit of the Farmer and 
Consumers

Data

Data

Data
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The future1. ‘Plantification’

2. Health 
solutions

3. Direct supply 
chain 

4. Customisation

5. Clean 
products/clean 
meat

6. Reduced waste



What do we do?
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Doing nothing is not an option

1. Recognise that while you may not see value in something others may 

2. Accept the need for a social license to operate is real

3. Choose the quality path (& ‘naturalness’ is a valid competitive advantage 
to pursue)

4. Understand that supply chains will change – and more often and faster 
than before, and that means your business will need to too.

5. Prepare for a data-heavy future – it presents both disruption and 
opportunity
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